The fringe field effects of nano-electromechanical (NEM) nonvolatile memory cells have been investigated analytically for the accurate evaluation of NEM memory cells. As the beam width is scaled down, fringe field effect becomes more severe. It has been observed that pull-in, release and hysteresis voltage decrease more than our prediction. Also, the fringe field on cell characteristics has been discussed. key words: nano-electromechanical (NEM) non-volatile memory cell, fringe field effect, beam width
Introduction
Recently, nano-electromechanical (NEM) nonvolatile memory cells have been researched due to their low-power consumption, high speed, large sensing margin and good complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) process compatibility [1] , [2] . For high memory capacity, the dependency of electrical characteristics on the downscaling of NEM memory cells needs to be investigated. Previously, the scalability of NEM memory cells has been discussed by using analytical and finite-element (FE) methods [3] , [4] . However, in the case of previous work, the fringe field effect was not considered, which becomes more severe as the cell size is reduced. In order to predict the electrical characteristics of a small-sized NEM memory cell more accurately, the fringe field effect should be included in modeling. In this paper, the effect of the fringe field has been investigated analytically.
Cell Structure and Modeling Method
Figure 1(a) shows the schematic of a NEM memory cell. The cell consists of a write word line (WWL), read word line (RWL), bit line (BL), movable beam and charge-trapped layer. Figure 1( W beam decreases, the fringe field emitting out of the sidewalls of a movable beam becomes more dominant. Then, V pull-in , V release and V hysteresis are dependent on W beam in the case of a small-sized cell.
In the proposed analytical model, according to [5] , total capacitance including fringe field capacitance is given by
In (1) 
In (2), and ε r is relative permittivity of the charge trapped layer. Electrostatic force applied to the beam can be calculated as follows:
Then, the steady-state d'Alembert equation including fringe field effect becomes
In (5) 
Simulation Results and Discussion
The simulated reference NEM memory cell has an L beam of 1700 nm, t beam of 100 nm, t gap of 30 nm and t ox,eff of 10 nm as shown in Fig. 1 . Beam material is assumed to be titanium nitride whose E is 248 GPa. Figure 2 shows When the beam is pulled in, t gap is nearly zero so that the uniform field is much stronger than the fringe field. On the other hand, when the beam is released, the ratio of the fringe field to the total electric field becomes larger than in the pull-in case.
In addition, the effect of some device parameters such as L beam , t beam , t gap and Young's modulus (E) on V pull-in and V release has been shown in Fig. 3 . The effect of L beam is shown in Fig. 3(a) . It is well-known that short beam leads to high V pull-in and V release . High operating voltages make the fringe field higher as well as the uniform field. Thus, as L beam decreases, the shift of V pull-in and V release increase as shown in Fig. 3(a) . In the viewpoint of the fringe field, as L beam decreases, the bottom and sidewall area of a movable beam are reduced while the front end area of the beam is constant. The fringe field out of the front end is independent of L beam , the ratio of the fringe field to the total electric field increases. However, this effect is hard to observe in our analytical model because the front end area has not been included sufficiently. For more accurate simulation, FE modeling with ANSYS [6] will be necessary, whose results will be presented elsewhere. Figure 3(b) shows the effect of t beam on the V pull-in and V release shift. Because a thicker beam makes V pull-in and V release higher, the fringe field becomes stronger as in L beam . Figure 3(c) shows the effect of t gap on V pull-in and V release shift. Because large t gap makes V pull-in and V release higher, V pull-in and V release shift become larger as explained in Fig. 3(a) . Figure 3(d) shows the effect of E on V pull-in and V release shift. When E increases, V pull-in and V release shift become larger due to the fringe field effect.
Because different E values do not change the physical structure of a NEM memory cell, the fringe field effect is not affected by E.
Conclusion
An analytical model including fringe field effects has been proposed for the accurate evaluation of NEM nonvolatile memory cells. The fringe field effect which becomes more serious at small W beam has been discussed. It has been observed that V pull-in , V release and V hysteresis decrease as W beam decreases. According to the simulation results, higher operation voltages increase the strength of the fringe field.
